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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

Greetings SPT Community,

Nancy Eichhorn
Editor

It’s been quite a journey the past eight years for both
Somatic Psychotherapy Today and me, as its Founding
Editor-in-Chief. With our Spring issue’s arrival, I feel like a
EȖǼǼsǋʪɴsŎsǋ¶ÞŘ¶¯ǋŸŎÞǼǣOŸOŸŸŘ˜sŘǼsǋÞŘ¶ŸȖǋŘÞŘǼÌ
year of publication it’s time for SPT Magazine to spread
ÞǼǣɠÞŘ¶ǣŘ_ʪɴʳǻÌsǋs˅ǣĠŸɴŸȖǣ¯ǋss_ŸŎǣÝɠǼOÌ
our publication emerge from my womb to expand and
express itself in relationship with you, our readers. And
there’s sacred appreciation for the time I spent curled in a

fetal position, contained, safe, growing this magazine from conception to birth to thrive.
SPT Magazine has evolved from its earliest beginnings as a shy quiet publication, shrouded
behind the shirt tails of our main body psychotherapy associations to become a wellǋsǣƼsOǼs_ʰ˄_Þ¯¯sǋsŘǼÞǼs_˅Ŏ¶ʊÞŘsŸ¯¯sǋÞŘ¶ǋǼÞOĶsǣǼÌǼǋs_sǋǣOŘŘŸǼʩŘ_sĶǣsɠÌsǋsʳ
My goal was to create a safe space to share our thoughts and ideas, our curiosities and
questions. I wanted our articles to be both beautiful and meaningful, entertaining and
informative, relational and interactive, and accurate, valid, true (thus my adherence to the
American Psychological Association’s standards for in-text and reference list citations, and
Ŏɴ_Ÿ¶¶s_ŘsǣǣǼŸ¯OǼOÌsOĨʺʳÝɠŘǼs_ǼŸŸ¯¯sǋŎ¶ʊÞŘsʩĶĶs_ɠÞǼÌɠŸǋ_ǣŘ_ÞŎ¶sǣ
written by colleagues that stimulate conversations, further what we think we know and how
we apply it, and explore what we question and what we believe.
ŷȖǋōǋOÌÞǣǣȖsEǋÞŘ¶ǣŎŘɴOÌŘ¶sǣʳ®ŸǋǣǼǋǼsǋǣʰÝɠŘǼǼŸÞŘǼǋŸ_ȖOsŎɴʩǋǣǼsɚsǋ
managing partner, Linda Heck. She brings her talents in website design, marketing, and
advertising and her faith in our magazine. We’ve redesigned our website, created a new
logo and retooled our subscribers’ portal with exciting new offerings (webinars, video
series, folio fellowship, and more). Our goal is to share articles regardless of school, theory,
methodology or name-recognition that are sharp, dynamic, alive.
Today, we’re pleased to be in-print, in your home. It’s been quite a journey reconsidering
our layout design and our cover format. So much so, we created an Editorial team
responsible to give their input on our cover artwork. We offer our thanks to Rae Johnson,
Diane Doheny, Diana Houghton-Whiting and Deanna Peters for their time. We are sincerely
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grateful to Philippe Put, Mechelen, Belgium, for his generous permission to use his photo
entitled ‘Maternity in New York’ for our front cover.
Our Spring issue focuses on prenatal and perinatal psychology and health. We’re thrilled
to have Genovino Ferri and Mary Jane A. Paiva writing from their viewpoint on the Primary
Object Relationship and offering a new reading for clinical intervention. Cherionna MenzamǢÞĶĶǣǣÌǋsǣÌsǋǼÌŸȖ¶ÌǼǣEŸȖǼǣÌ_Ÿɠ˜ƼǣɴOÌÞOɠŸȖŘ_ǣǋsǣȖĶǼÞŘ¶¯ǋŸŎƼǋsŘǼĶŘ_EÞǋǼÌ
sɮƼsǋÞsŘOsǣ˜Ř_ǼÌsƼŸǼsŘǼÞĶǣǼÌsɴÌŸĶ_¯ŸǋÌsĶǼÌŘ_ÌsĶÞŘ¶ʳħǼsɟÌÞǼs_ÞǣOȖǣǣsǣ
ways to transform our ‘trauma tree’ by recognizing and reaching out to heal our earliest
traumas. Michael J Shea offers a new paradigm in Biodynamic practice that employs
ŘsŸŘǼĶOǋ_ÞŸŎsǼEŸĶÞOƼĶƼǼÞŸŘŘ_ōÞħĶs¯Ÿ¯¯sǋǣÌsǋǋsʪsOǼÞŸŘǣŸŘɠǋÞǼÞŘ¶It’s Never

Too Late: Healing Prebirth and Birth at Any Age. Emma Palmer and Matthew Appleton
share their conversation (in print and audio) regarding an exciting workshop Matthew
ÞǣǣƼŸŘǣŸǋÞŘ¶ÞŘDǋÞǣǼŸĶʰȕħʰǼÌÞǣğȖŘsʳÝǼ˅ǣsŘǼÞǼĶs_ËȖŎŘDEɴʰËȖŎŘDsÞŘ¶Ř_ŎŘɴ
ɠsĶĶ˚ĨŘŸɠŘOĶÞŘÞOÞŘǣɠÞĶĶEsǼÌsǋsÞŘOĶȖ_ÞŘ¶ʲNÌsǋÞŸŘŘōsŘʊŎ˚ǢÞĶĶǣʰħǼsɟÌÞǼsʰǻÌŸŎǣ
ǊʳəsǋŘɴʰǻÌŸŎǣËǋŎǣʰħĶȖǣħƼƼsĶÞ˚əĶȖĶǼʰŘŘəsǋɠĶʰ^ǋŎs_ʳĵȖ_ɠÞ¶ğŘsǣʰ
and more. It’s a must attend for people interested in prenatal and perinatal psychology
and health. We also are pleased to welcome a new writer to our pages, Holly Holt. She
facilitates writing classes in Sacramento, CA. She is a local gem.
ɟsÌŸƼsǼÌsǋs˅ǣƼĶsŘǼɴÌsǋsǼŸOƼǼȖǋsɴŸȖǋÞŘǼsǋsǣǼŘ_ǼÌǼɴŸȖsŘĠŸɴŸȖǋʩǋǣǼƼǋÞŘǼÞǣǣȖsʳ
And we invite you to reach out, let us know what you think; email our contributors, email
Linda and I, share your responses to our articles. And please let us know topics you want us
to focus on in the future. SPT Magazine is here because of you; we can only survive with
your engagement and support. Together we can learn together how SPT magazine can best
support our community.
With gratitude,
Nancy
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Prenatal and Birth Experience:
Shadow and Potential
By Cherionna Menzam-Sills, PhD, ISMETA RSMT/E, RCST
Adapted from a chapter in her forthcoming book,

Fluid and Cosmos: Embodying Our Original Embryological Potential

“Silence like a
cancer grows.” –
Simon and Garfunkle,
The Sound of Silence
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